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Robyn Hood 2016-10-03

robyn howard is a teenage schoolgirl who s having another bad day when a lightning storm strikes and she is
transported to a forest dressed in funny medieval clothing and surrounded by young women calling her robyn
hood she realises that she s in sherwood forest and about to lead a raid on king john and the sheriff of
nottingham

Rymes of Robyn Hood 1997

eminent historians piece together the evidence and illustrate through a critical edition of the ballads the
development of the robin hood myth from his medieval portrayal as a common criminal to his victorian
idealisation as a rustic hero

Robyn Hood, Outlaw Princess 2016

robyn howard a rebellious schoolgirl dreams of becoming a famous historical figure as a result of a violent
thunderstorm she is transported back into medieval england finding herself in sherwood forest as robyn hood
the leader of a band of outlaw women after leading her outlaws in a series of challenging encounters and
actions against the sheriff of nottingham s soldiers she is finally captured the triumphant sheriff holds a show
trial in the nottingham marketplace and robyn is condemned to death escape seems impossible publisher s
website

Robyn Hood: Fight for Freedom 2013-03-15

the ballads lie robin hood the bold and brave outlaw of sherwood forest is a girl after losing an archery contest
and leadership of her band of merry men to little john robyn flees to the last place anyone would search for
her the courts of prince john robyn s deception works beautifully until her childhood friend maid marian
discovers her and rats her out to her men when the merry men come to plea for robyn s return little john and
will scarlet are captured if robyn can t rescue them from a locked castle the best fate they can expect is a
hanging then marian s betrothal to one of prince john s most vile lord s is announced if robyn can t stop the
wedding her friend will unwillingly be forced into a loveless and violent marriage can robyn save her men
her closest friend and become the most famous outlaw in all of history

Outlaw 2019-07-26

pride ambition blood with a single shot a legend is born robyn fitzwarren daughter to the baron of loxely only
wants to support her mother while her father is off on crusade but when she enters an archery tournament in
disguise she incurs the wrath of the sheriff of nottingham s arrogant nephew theo now not only is her own
life threatened but the lives of her family as well will she flee from danger or fulfill her destiny stand up to
injustice and become the fabled outlaw of legend robyn hood



The Great American Outlaw 1996-09-01

this book explores in depth the origins development and prospects of outlawry and of the relationship of
outlaws to the social conditions of changing times throughout american history you will find larger than life
brigands in every period and every region often because we hunger for simple justice we romanticize them to
the point of being unable to separate fact from fiction frank richard prassel brings this home in a thorough and
fascinating examination of the concept of outlawry from robin hood dick turpin and blackbeard through jean
lafitte pancho villa and billy the kid to more modern personalities such as john dillinger claude dallas and d b
cooper a separate chapter on molls plus equal treatment in the histories of gangs traces women s involvement
in outlaw activities prassel covers the folklore as well as the facts even including an appendix of ballads by and
about outlaws he makes clear how this motley group of bandits pirates highwaymen desperadoes rebels
hoodlums renegades gangsters and fugitives who stand tall in myth wither in the light of truth but flourish in
the movies as he tells the stories there is little to confirm that jesse and frank james butch cassidy and the
sundance kid the daltons pretty boy floyd ma barker clyde barrow and bonnie parker belle starr the apache kid
or any of the so called good badmen did anything that did not enrich or otherwise benefit themselves but
there is plenty of evidence in the form of slain victims and ruined lives to show how many ways they caused
harm the great american outlaw is as much an excellent survey on the phenomenon as it is a brilliant
exposition of the larger than life figures who created it above all it is a tribute to that aspect of humanity that
americans admire most and that prassel describes as a willingness to fight however hopelessly against
exhibitions of privilege
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Forbidden Forest 2015-10-06

little john lives a lifetime of adventure from humble ferryman to legendary outlaw john little is strong enough
to be a knight but he knows he is destined to life as a thief he spends his days on the river poling nobles back
and forth on a wooden ferry the master of which robs the passengers blind when an arrogant knight draws his
sword to protect his purse john defends his unscrupulous boss the struggle leaves the knight dead and john
becomes an outlaw who must flee into the forest to hide from the king s justice john thinks his life is over but
his adventure has just begun in shadowy sherwood forest john meets a mysterious bandit dressed in green



who goes by the name robin hood at robin hood s side john little becomes little john friend of the poor defender
of the weak and scourge of evil men across nottinghamshire

A Fancyfull Historie of That Most Notable and Fameous Outlaw Robyn
Hood 2001-04-24

william shakespeare meets robin hood at last the classic tale of robin hood gets the telling it deserves in the
high shakespearean style of elizabethan drama here is england s greatest legend as england s greatest poet
might have imagined it the critics were convinced at the play s chicago premiere pursuing persuasive
parallels the author forges links between plucky robin and rowdy prince hal between rotund friar tuck and
rascally falstaff between intrepid rosalind and a resourceful maid marian chicago tribune robyn hood keeps you
on your mental toes to follow the intricacies and delights of a shakespearean script you ve never heard before
an almost unimaginable experience for bardophiles plays international after 400 years the play that was meant
to be has finally arrived it s shakespeare s style and robin hood s story together at last

Food and Feast in Premodern Outlaw Tales 2021-04-08

in food and feast in premodern outlaw tales editors melissa ridley elmes and kristin bovaird abbo gather eleven
original studies examining scenes of food and feasting in premodern outlaw texts ranging from the tenth
through the seventeenth centuries and forward to their cinematic adaptations along with fresh insights into
the popular robin hood legend these essays investigate the intersections of outlawry food studies and feasting in
old english middle english and french outlaw narratives anglo scottish border ballads early modern ballads and
dramatic works and cinematic medievalism the range of critical and disciplinary approaches employed
including history literary studies cultural studies food studies gender studies and film studies highlights the
inherently interdisciplinary nature of outlaw narratives the overall volume offers an example of the ways in
which examining a subject through interdisciplinary cross geographic and cross temporal lenses can yield fresh
insights places canonic and well known works in conversation with lesser known texts to showcase the
dynamic nature and cultural influence and impact of premodern outlaw tales and presents an introductory
foray into the intersection of literary and food studies in premodern contexts which will be of value and
interest to specialists and a general audience alike

Robin Hood in Outlaw/ed Spaces 2016-11-10

following in the tradition of recent work by cultural geographers and historians of maps this collection
examines the apparently familiar figure of robin hood as he can be located within spaces that are geographical
cultural and temporal the volume is divided into two sections the first features an interrogation of the literary
and other textually transmitted spaces to uncover the critical grounds in which the robin hood legend has
traditionally operated the essays in part two take up issues related to performative and experiential space
demonstrating the reciprocal relationship between page stage and lived experience throughout the volume the
contributors contend with among other things modern theories of gender literary detective work and the



ways in which the settings that once advanced court performances now include digital gaming and the
enactment of real lives

Secrets of the Royals 1990

previous studies on oral culture have traditionally emphasized the contradictions between oral and literate
culture and focussed on individual countries or regions the essays in this fascinating collection depart from
these approaches in several ways by examining not only english but also scottish and welsh oral culture they
provide the first pan british study of the subject the authors also emphasize the ways in which oral and literate
culture continued to compliment and inform each other rather than focusing exclusively on their
incompatibility or on the inevitable triumph of the written word

The Spoken Word 2002

wonderfully written and beautifully presented the outlaws of medieval legend brings the popular heroes of
the middle ages to life featuring both famous robin hood and william wallace and now forgotten rogues such as
gamelyn and fulke fitzwarin this book explains the popularity of these semi mythical figures and how their
stories appealed to the common people of the middle ages long unavailable and now featuring a new
introduction from the author this is the perfect book for anyone with a fondness for medieval history and
folklore

Handbook for Travellers in Yorkshire. With Map and Plans 1874

an exploration into the myths surrounding the figure of robin hood

Handbook for Travellers in Yorkshire 1882

the legends of robin hood are very familiar but scholarship and criticism dealing with the long and varied
tradition of the famous outlaw is as elusive as the identity of robin himself and is scattered in a wide range of
sources many difficult of access this book is the first to bring together major studies of aspects of the tradition
the thirty one studies take a variety of approaches from archival exploration in quest of a real robin hood to a
political angle seeking the social meaning of the texts across time to literary scholars concerned with origin
structures and generic variation or moral and social significance also included are considerations of theatre and
film studies and folklore and children s literature overall the collection provides a valuable basis for further
study stephen knight is professor of english literature at the university of wales cardiff he is well known as an
authority on the robin hood tradition and has edited the recently discovered robin hood forresters manuscript

The Outlaws of Medieval Legend 2013-01-11

for hundreds of years english people have claimed that fair play is at the core of their national identity
jonathan duke evans looks at the history of fair play in britain from earliest times to the present asking



whether it is in fact a british or alternatively an english characteristic at all and if so whether fair play still
matters today in an english tradition jonathan duke evans explores the origins of the idea of fair play tracing it
back to the classical world and the dark ages and finding its genesis deep within england s social structure
charting its early development through both the tales of chivalry and the stories of popular legend the book
shows how fair play manifested itself in literature the law the christian religion and the family it examines the
way in which fair play was conceived during the ages of slavery and empire and it proposes a new account of
the birth of modern sport in the encounter between age old popular games and the victorian cult of
amateurism taking in the scottish irish and welsh manifestations of fair play duke evans offers contrasts and
comparisons from cultures all around the world and suggests new perspectives on the relevance of fair play in
the twenty first century

A Lytell Geste of Robin Hode 1847

reprint of the original first published in 1845

Robin Hood 2016-09-15

interesting reads on sports part 2 sport and work on the nepaul frontier the sport of the gods the sports and
pastimes of the people of england by james inglis paul laurence dunbar joseph strutt this collection offers an
intriguing selection of books on sports covering a variety of themes and settings sport and work on the nepaul
frontier by james inglis likely provides a unique perspective on sports in the context of the nepaul frontier
exploring the intertwining of sports and labor in that region the sport of the gods by paul laurence dunbar is
likely a thought provoking novel that examines sports race and society delving into deeper social issues the
sports and pastimes of the people of england by joseph strutt is a classic work that explores the historical sports
and pastimes enjoyed by the people of england shedding light on the cultural significance of recreational
activities throughout history this collection is perfect for readers interested in sports from different
perspectives and cultural backgrounds and those curious about the broader social and historical aspects of sports
and games key aspects of the book interesting reads on sports part 2 sport and work on the nepaul frontier the
sport of the gods the sports and pastimes of the people of england 1 unique perspective on nepaul frontier sport
and work on the nepaul frontier offers an insightful view of sports in a specific regional context exploring its
connections with labor and life on the nepaul frontier 2 thought provoking novel the sport of the gods likely
provides a thought provoking narrative that goes beyond sports delving into race society and more profound
social themes 3 historical insights the sports and pastimes of the people of england delves into the historical
sports and pastimes of the english people revealing the cultural significance of recreational activities across
different periods the authors james inglis paul laurence dunbar and joseph strutt each bring their unique
expertise and perspectives to the world of sports literature james inglis likely explored the connections
between sports and work on the nepaul frontier while paul laurence dunbar a prominent african american
writer may have used sports as a backdrop to address broader social issues joseph strutt known for his historical
research likely contributed valuable insights into the historical sports and pastimes of the english people
together their works add depth and diversity to the exploration of sports in literature



Robin Hood 1999

a study of the careers of over 1200 sheriffs appointed in england during the fourteenth century

An English Tradition? 2023-01-26

robyn thompson fingered the back of her head where a very large lump was slowly rising how had a day in
tombstone on the anniversary of the gunfight at the ok corral landed her in jail being given the third degree
by a non too friendly marshal who just as an aside was absolutely drop dead gorgeous except for his wonky
fake moustache the hand of fate send robyn to the year 1881 where she becomes the prey of a tenacious
assassin her only hopes of staying alive and returning to the future lie in the hands of philip strickland a
mysterious pinkerton detective knowing she is destined to return to her own century alone robyn repeatedly
denies her growing romantic inclinations towards her protector philip determined to keep his mind on the job
and his emotions in check doesn t know if he is on his head or his arse as they embarke on a furious race
against time and fate deals yet another card

The Sports and Pastimes of the People of England from the Earliest
Period 1801

britain s rich and varied folklore legends and beliefs provide an insight into the island s history every invader
refugee or settler has helped contribute some new element or twist to the complex pattern of our national
heritage this volume provides a comprehensive companion to legends and customs in england scotland wales
and ireland

The Sports and Pastimes of the People of England: Including the Rural
and Domestic Recreations, May Games, Mummeries, Shows, Processions,
Pageants, and Pompous Spectacles, from the Earliest Period to the Present
Time 2024-04-27

this book highlights the pivotal roles of individuals in england s complex sixteenth century reformations while
many historians study broad themes such as religious moderation this volume is centred on the perspective
that great changes are instigated not by themes or isms but rather by people a point recently underlined in the
2017 quincentenary commemorations of martin luther s protest in germany that sovereigns from henry viii to
elizabeth i largely drove religious policy in tudor england is well known instead the essays collected in this
volume inspired by the quincentenary and based upon original research take a novel approach emphasizing
the agency of some of their most interesting subjects protestant and roman catholic clerical and lay men and
women with an introduction that establishes why the commemorative impulse was so powerful in this period
and explores how reputations were constructed perpetuated and manipulated the authors of the nine



succeeding chapters examine the reputations of three archbishops of canterbury thomas cranmer matthew
parker and john whitgift three pioneering bishops wives elizabeth coverdale margaret cranmer and anne
hooper two roman catholic martyrs john fisher and thomas more one evangelical martyr other than cranmer
anne askew two jesuits john gerard and robert persons and one author whose confessional identity remains
contested anthony munday partly biographical though mainly historiographical these essays offer refreshing
new perspectives on why the selected figures are famed or should be famed and discuss what their
reformation reputations tell us today

The Sports and Pastimes of the People of England ... A New Edition ... by
William Hone 1834

a life long fascination with the robin hood legend is explored in this entertaining and readable exploration of
both myth and fact

The Sports and Pastimes of the People of England 1838

studies of varied aspects of robin hood legends and associated topics the greenwood archery outlawry and 20c
response to the legends the robin hood tradition has had a continuing appeal from the middle ages to the
present day the hero himself holding a distinctive place within popular culture his exploits and those of his
companions being celebrated in multiple forms from the earliest rituals plays and ballads to musical theatre
lyric poetry modern popular fiction cinema and tv the essays in this volume provide a rich and coherent
perspective on this enigmatic figure and the legends which have grown up around him offering a wide range
of approaches topics include place name study examinations of surviving manuscripts and their cultural context
appraisals of the links between robin hood and medievalarchery other medieval outlaws mythic figures such as
the green man patterns of masculine and feminine identity and the popularity of robin hood on stage and
screen in comic books and videos and in modern japan there are also extended overviews of the hero s origins
and status and the future of robin hood studies professor thomas hahn teaches in the department of english at
the university of rochester new york contributors thomas hahn frank abbott sarah beach laura blunk kelly
devries r b dobson michael eaton kevin j harty stuart kane stephen knight david lampe gary yershon

The Sports and Pastimes of the People of England ... New Edition ... by
W. Hone, Etc 1838

uncovering the medieval origin of england s north south divide joseph taylor examines the complex dynamics
of regionalism and nationalism

The Sports and Pastimes of the People of England ... from the Earliest



Period to the Present Time 1841

includes manchester bibliography for 1880 85 by charles william sutton

The sports and pastimes of the people of England, New ed. by W. Hoone
1867

Interesting Reads on Sports Part 2 : Sport and Work on the Nepaul
Frontier/The Sport of the Gods/The Sports and Pastimes of the People of
England 2022-08-31

The Fourteenth-century Sheriff 2003

Handbook to the Popular, Poetical and Dramatic Literature of Great
Britain, from the Invention of Printing to the Restoration 1867

Somewhere and Forever 2008-04-21

Sutton Companion to the Folklore, Myths and Customs of Britain
2005-11-24

Reformation Reputations 2020-11-10

Hunter's Tracts 1850

Robin Hood 2010-05-15



Robin Hood in Popular Culture 2000

Glig Gamena Angel Deod, Or, the Sports and Pastimes of the People of
England 1801

Writing the North of England in the Middle Ages 2022-12-31

Transactions 1899
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